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Address Champion Glass Machine Co., Ltd. 
Dadu Industrict District 
Fochen Roads 
528313 Shunde, Guangdong

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturer of glass straight line edging machine, straight line bevelling machine, shape grinding machine, computer-aided shape glass cutting
machine. 

The straight line bevelling grinders TG251B-A, TG371B and TG371B-A employed chainless rolling structure for transportation and very stable. Coarse
and fine grinding heads are both motor-connected to reduce vibration and raise the quality of products. The machines are equipped with automatic and
manual operated oil-lubricating system, so that the machines are operated under a good oil-lubricating condition. By using PLC programmable
controller to carry out automatic and manual control and LCD screen display, it can preset the thickness of glass to be processed, the remained
thickness after grinding and the width of bevelling edge, and so. It is very easy to operate. 

TG371B-A straight line bevelling machine uses a rail-elevating mechanism and has all the merits of TG371B. The minimum grindable glass is 25mm
and the maximum width is 60mm. The quality of products is stable. Besides, the machine is equipped with automatic rear-chain plate to guarantee
grinding quality. 

TG383E\TG353E\TG272\TG262 AND TG252 straight line edging machines all have stable performance and high efficiency. 

TGBL11 wave straight line bevelling machine, LB-600 six-arm shape grinder, TGSBM1616\ TGSBM2522\TGSBM3022\TGSBM4022 straight line
double edge grinders, TGYM1 single-head circular-edge and TG522Y nine-head straight round-edge grinder are machinery newly developed in
Champion. In cooperation with the Italian IANUA SPA, we made the computer-aided shape glass cutting machine. Champion Glass Machinery Co.,
Ltd. is the only glass machinery company in China, which has been supported by Italian techniques. 

TGBL11 wave straight line bevelling machine is capable of grinding not only bevels, but also from edges. It is an upgraded product for glass
processing. 

LB-600 six-arm shaped grander can grinding edges of several glass objects simultaneously. This machine works stable and very effectively, and is
applicable to batch processing. 

TGSBM1616\TGSBM2522\TGSBM3022\TGSBM4022 double-edge grinders are basically used for straight-line edging of large flat glass with high
efficiency and high reliability. 

The computer-aided shape glass cutting machine is controlled by the CNC system. All procedures can be done programmable at a time. It is suitable
for batch intensive glass processing.
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